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1.0  Introduction
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The future is usually seen as many years from now. It
is actually nearer than expected. Work is what has
kept the world in development mode. It is therefore
important for governments and people to plan for
work in the future. It was estimated that by 2050, the
population of the world will approach 9 Billion
(Nigeria is progressively and defiantly contributing
her quota). There will therefore be the need to work
faster and at much higher rates, to meet the needs of
the large population. The key to this need is
technology, as identified by Olufunke Amobi.



2.0  Hindsight
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Looking back, we will identify world development
leaps, popularly referred to as Industrial Revolution.
The world is now in the Fourth Industrial Revolution,
which can be referred to as Digital Revolution. The
various revolutions were:

1. The Mechanized or Agricultural Revolution
2. The Electrical or Mass Production Revolution
3. The Internet or Jet Age Revolution
4. The Digital Revolution

The stages are best depicted graphically…..
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INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTIONS
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4th Industrial Revolution
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The present age is in the 4th Industrial Revolution. It is
nicknamed Digital Revolution. The revolution is
characterized by Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotics,
Machine Learning, Virtual Reality, 3D Printing, Cloud
Computing, Big Data Analytics, Block Chain, Internet
of Things etc. These technologies will take away many
jobs and replace them. Amobi opined that Robotics
will displace administrative/paper works, clearing,
financial analysis etc; AI will displace voice
recognition, biometrics, cyber security etc etc.

More are imminent.
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The implication of this discussion is that only
those who can maximize and explore modern
technologies to their advantage will hold the
future sure. By 2025, many jobs would have
been taken over by technology. In the last fifty
years, the global transformation has been found
to be over six times faster than thousand of years
before then. This was driven by technology.
There would be however, very much more jobs
for the prepared.
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It was estimated that 32% of current jobs would
fall away and be replaced by 2020. The hangmen
are innovation, disruption and productivity
(Amobi). We have with us, the Drive-through Mall
in Saudi Arabia, the Uber Taxi, Driverless Taxi,
and many cloud computing applications. Nigeria
applied the TSA, Remita, GIFMIS, IPPIS, ATM
and many technologies that eliminate human-
human interface.



4.0   Jobs Emergence
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A major fall-out of Digital Revolution is
Globalization. Jobs such as Freelancing, Outsourcing,
E-Commerce, Teleconferencing, Telecommuting etc,
which are enhanced by globalization, will become
(are becoming?) commonplace. Research has
revealed that by 2025, people will prefer to
telecommute, avoiding need for office space, parking
space, wear and tears, traffic etc. It means more
people will be accommodated by will necessarily
need skills. The more skill set, the more employable,
but with the relevant skill sets. Jobs are becoming
70% automated, according to Olufunke Amobi.



4.0   Jobs Emergence cont’d
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Many jobs will disappear. The survival slogan is
“Innovate of Die”. Many young people are becoming
ambidextrous (skills). The society will ask you what
else you can do. Enterprise skills are the work of the
future. The following sectors have been identified as
the future:

1. Media, Entertainment & Information Management
2. Consumer focused sector
3. Healthcare
4. Energy



4.0   Jobs Emergence cont’d
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5. Professional Services 
6. ICT
7. Mobility
8. Infrastructure 
9. Finance Services & Investment

According to Olufunke Amobi, by 2025, Creativity
skills would be 260% demanded, Digital Literacy
would be 680% demanded.



5.0  The EE Engineer
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In all these areas, the EE Engineer has business to do.
Power is needed, power; Control is needed. Power
without control is hell. Information must be
communicated. All these are driven by electronics.

The challenge to the EE Engineer therefore, is to
acquire more skills in his field of expertise.

Training, training, training. Research, research,
research. Networking, networking, networking.



5.0  The EE Engineer cont’d
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Another area that the EE Engineer must master is 
the skill of tools application. These include use of 
software (data analyses, problem solving, 
modeling, information processing and presentation 
etc).

As simple as it sounds, the efficient use of smart 
phones is a must, if you are not to fizzle out with 
the impacts of the 4th Industrial Revolution.

Innovate or Die



6.0  Conclusion
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We are in the 4th IR. Digital Revolution has fired
the deadly tripod arrow of innovation, disruption
and productivity. Anyone hit by these, will fade
with the advancement. As Olufunke Amobi advised,
develop skills in what you do, as an EE Engineer.
Learn more to protect yourself. Identify your
preferred area of interest among the works of the
future. Acquire EE skills relevant to that area.

The future is NOT Near.

The future is Here.
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